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Executive Summary 

Evaluation is central to SELMA’s activities. It takes the ambitious 

technological research and prototype development to a next level by 

determining its added value, its strengths and weaknesses and room for 

improvement, and - last but not least - its usefulness for the media world, 

our focus user group, for the two use cases, multilingual media monitoring 

and news production. 

 

This document provides an update of the evaluation efforts within the SELMA project, 

according to the previously established Evaluation Plan. It describes what has been done in 

terms of assessing the targeted platforms and use cases, as well as individual components. It 

showcases what technology partners and user partners have done and are collaborating in this 

respect.   

This report describes the overall progress on evaluation in section 2. Section 3 refers to the 

work done on technical testing by the technology partners, on the 12 SELMA components and 

the three integrated platforms (SELMA Open-Source Platform, Monitio and plain X). 
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1. Introduction 

The SELMA project is developing a StrEam Learning for Multilingual knowledge-trAnsfer 

(SELMA) platform, integrating different NLP (natural language processing) tools. More details 

on the objectives were given in D5.1 - Evaluation Plan. 

This document focuses on the execution of the evaluation plan for the SELMA project, as 

described in D5.1 - Evaluation Plan. We will show progress in the evaluation in Y2 done at 

different levels: 

• individual components 

• integrated platform and demonstrators 

• targeted use cases and use case applications 

Following the strategy outlined previously in the Evaluation Plan, we provide the updated sheet 

that shows progress on the different components and platforms.                     
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2.  Evaluation Plan and Progress Made 

This section provides a broad overview of the evaluation activities in Year 2.  

The principal objective is to ultimately develop a platform that is stable, easy to use, flexible 

and expandable.    

As outlined in the Evaluation Plan, SELMA partly builds upon proven prototypes, in particular 

the SUMMA platform for monitoring and the plain X platform for content creation and 

adaptation. It extends these with continuous transfer learning capability from external data 

streams and user feedback, resulting in a system that becomes better with increased use, capable 

of ingesting massive amounts of different sources (news, internet feed, social media, etc.), and 

produce well-organized and topic-driven information that facilitates the propagation of key 

information to the end users.  

The main evaluation objectives we are pursuing are listed in the following table, with an 

indication of those objectives that have been evaluated during the reporting period.  

 

# Evaluation Objective  In process 

1 Evaluate the outcomes of the novel methods for training (and updating) machine 
learning/deep learning models for multiple speech and language tasks 
continuously. 

Y 

2 Evaluate and benchmark the outcomes of the newly developed unsupervised 
multilingual language models for all 30+ project languages. 

Y 

3 Evaluate the improvement of downstream tasks like entity recognition and 
linking, topic labelling, clustering, transcription, abstractive news 
summarization, automatic post-editing in all 30 languages. 

Y 

4 Evaluate different clustering algorithms. Y 

5 Evaluate outcomes of knowledge transfer across tasks in situations with 
asymmetrical amounts of resources between languages and tasks, particularly 
low resource languages. 

Y 

6 Evaluate the newly developed data analytics methods and visualizations for 
improving the readability and access to information in order to boost and 

Y 
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facilitate the decision-making process of media monitoring analysts and any 
global end-user in terms of accuracy and usefulness. 

7 Evaluate functionality, usability and user acceptance for media monitoring 
workflow. 

Y 

8 Evaluate functionality, usability and user acceptance of the multilingual content 
production workflow, particularly the multilingual transcription and translation 
models trained within the SELMA platform to enable an editorial production 
and content re-use workflow for 30 languages. 

Y 

9 Evaluate overall media monitoring workflow for analytics for decision-making 
by media professionals 

Y 

10 Monitor, validate and evaluate the outcome of the newly developed user 
feedback input and self-learning workflow for the improvement of the deep-
learning model. 

Y 

11 Evaluate whether the usage of the integrated workflows enabled by the SELMA 
platform will measurably improve the ease of multilingual content monitoring 
and creation. Evaluate the overall acceptance of the novel tools and workflows. 

 

Table 1 Evaluation Objectives 

Detailed Evaluation Work Plan  

For convenience, the table listing the components and the technical partners involved is shown 

here as a reference. 

Basic Component Overview 

Component Partners involved in development and 

assessment 

1. Automated Speech Recognition 

(ASR) 

LIA, FhG, IMCS, Priberam, DW/users 

2. Machine Translation (MT) LIA, FhG, IMCS, Priberam, DW/users 

3. Abstractive summarization Priberam, IMCS, DW/users 
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4. Named Entity Recognition (NER), 

Named Entity Linking (NEL), 

discovery 

LIA, Priberam, ICMS, DW/users 

5. Automatic post-editing of 

transcriptions and translations 

LIA, FhG, Priberam, IMCS, DW/users 

6. News clustering Priberam, FhG, IMCS, DW/users 

7. Topic detection Priberam, FhG, IMCS, DW/users 

8. Speech synthesis LIA, FhG, Priberam, IMCS, DW/users 

9. Alert system Priberam, IMCS, DW/users 

10. Indexation Priberam, IMCS, DW/users 

11. Search and visualization in User 

Interfacing 

Priberam, IMCS, DW/users 

12. Story segmentation FhG, Priberam, IMCS, DW/users 

Table 2 Basic Component Overview 

Detailed Component Evaluation Tracker 

The Evaluation Excel Sheet below shows an updated status and keeps track of the evaluation 

activities at the different levels and by the different consortium partners. This table serves as 

our main evaluation tracking tool. It lists the components developed and evaluated within the 

project, with details on what aspects are the focus per partner and what kind of evaluation is 

planned. It is a live document and is continuously updated and expanded throughout the project. 

Below is a screenshot of the updated Excel sheet containing the Evaluation Tracking sheet: 
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Figure 1 Screenshot of Updated Excel Sheet with Detailed Evaluation Plan  

Test Users and User Group 

The test user group contains primarily DW media professionals, selected based on their 

language proficiency and use case interest. Thus, specific groups have been formed for NLP 
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benchmarking, media monitoring, news production, diversity analysis, podcasting and speech 

synthesis, for instance. We involved users from the Arabic, Serbian, Turkish, Brazilian, 

Indonesian, Kiswahili departments, as well as the Archive and Documentation Center, the 

Business Department and the Technology Strategy Department. In addition, a test team 

consisting of Priberam clients, such as EMBRAER, AICEP and LUSA, are also evaluating the 

SELMA enhancements to the integrated platforms Monitio and plain X. 

The project has also set up a User Group of 31members, from the EBU, SWR, ARTE, RAI, 

BBC, EuroNews, Prisa, EMBRAER, AICEP, and some research organizations such as the 

University of Edinburgh and the University of Tilburg. The members of the User Group and 

Advisory Board, a subset of the User Group, are asked to provide feedback and 

recommendations and support further outreach.   

SELMA had its first User Day at Deutsche Welle in Bonn on 12 October 2022. This hybrid 

event included presentations of the SELMA progress over the first project half. We had up to 

60 participants in the remote sessions (presentations and panel discussion) and 20 in the onsite 

workshop and demo sessions in the afternoon. The remote sessions allowed members of the 

audience, including those from the official SELMA User Group, to comment, ask questions, 

and provide suggestions. This opened up the view and allowed for some new directions. More 

details on the SELMA user day can be found in D6.4 - Interim Impact Report. 
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3. Technical Testing 

This section addresses technical testing for individual components as well as integrated 

platforms and demonstrators. We mainly list the components and platforms that are subject to 

technical testing and add details as to the current status to the Evaluation Tracking Document, 

the updated Excel sheet.  

Specific technical details are reported in the respective technical deliverables: 

• D1.3 Intermediate prototype report 

• D2.4 Intermediate progress report on continuous massive stream learning 

• D2.5 Intermediate release of stream learning and entity linking capabilities 

• D2.6 Intermediate release of segmentation, summarization and news classification 

capabilities 

• D3.4 Intermediate progress report on speech and natural language processing 

• D3.5 Intermediate release of transcription, punctuation and translation, voice synthesis 

capabilities 

• D3.6 Intermediate release of post-editing and user feedback capabilities 

• D4.3 Intermediate platform with continuous massive stream learning NLP capabilities 

focuses on the integration efforts. 

 

SELMA NLP components developed by the University of Avignon (LIA), Fraunhofer (FhG), 

Priberam, and IMCS are primarily tested on their own, sometimes with a special UI. The 

purpose is to validate that the software of the component performs as expected. This first-level 

testing is done by the developing partner and precedes integration testing.  

Evaluation of the 12 components listed in Table 2 - Basic Component Overview started in Year 

1, and intensified in the second project year. The evaluation of most of the components is 

currently underway, one (alert system) will commence in the final year.  

• Component 1: ASR – ongoing – see D3.4 Intermediate progress report on speech and 

natural language processing; D3.5 Intermediate release of transcription, punctuation and 

translation, voice synthesis capabilities 
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• Component 2: MT – ongoing - D3.4 Intermediate progress report on speech and natural 

language processing; D3.5 Intermediate release of transcription, punctuation and 

translation, voice synthesis capabilities 

• Component 3: Abstractive Summarization – ongoing – see D2.4 Intermediate progress 

report on continuous massive stream learning; D2.6 Intermediate release of 

segmentation, summarization and news classification capabilities 

• Component 4: NER/NEL - ongoing – see D2.4 Intermediate progress report on 

continuous massive stream learning; D2.5 Intermediate release of stream learning and 

entity linking capabilities; D3.4 Intermediate progress report on speech and natural 

language processing; D3.5 Intermediate release of transcription, punctuation and 

translation, voice synthesis capabilities 

• Component 5: Automatic post-editing of ASR and MT – ongoing – see D3.6 

Intermediate release of post-editing and user feedback capabilities 

• Component 6: News Clustering – ongoing - see D2.4 Intermediate progress report on 

continuous massive stream learning; D2.6 Intermediate release of segmentation, 

summarization and news classification capabilities 

• Component 7: Topic Detection – ongoing – see D2.4 Intermediate progress report on 

continuous massive stream learning; D2.6 Intermediate release of segmentation, 

summarization and news classification capabilities 

• Component 8: Speech Synthesis – ongoing – see D3.4 Intermediate progress report on 

speech and natural language processing; D3.5 Intermediate release of transcription, 

punctuation and translation, voice synthesis capabilities 

• Component 9: Alert System – planned for Y3 

• Component 10:  Indexation – ongoing – see D2.4 Intermediate progress report on 

continuous massive stream learning; D2.6 Intermediate release of segmentation, 

summarization and news classification capabilities 

• Component 11:  Search and Visualization in UI – ongoing - D1.3 Intermediate prototype 

report 

• Component 12:  Story Segmentation – ongoing – see D2.4 Intermediate progress report 

on continuous massive stream learning; D2.6 Intermediate release of segmentation, 

summarization and news classification capabilities 
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• Integrated SELMA OSS – ongoing – see D1.3 Intermediate prototype report; D4.3 

Intermediate platform with continuous massive stream learning NLP capabilities 

focuses on the integration efforts 

• Integrated plain X platform – ongoing – see D1.3 Intermediate prototype report; D4.3 

Intermediate platform with continuous massive stream learning NLP capabilities 

focuses on the integration efforts 

• Integrated Monitio platform – ongoing – see D1.3 Intermediate prototype report; D4.3 

Intermediate platform with continuous massive stream learning NLP capabilities 

focuses on the integration efforts 

An overview of the current status per component can be found in more detail in the table 

featured in Figure 1 - Detailed Component Evaluation Tracker. 
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4. User Evaluation  

User Evaluation has taken place at several levels. We evaluate the individual components in 

close cooperation with the developers, at platform level (SELMA OSS, Monitio and plain X) 

with new SELMA components integrated through their new or enhanced functionalities, as well 

as through the use cases and use case applications.  

Although Usability testing - pursuing the five E’s: effective, efficient, engaging, error-tolerant 

and easy to learn (https://www.wqusability.com/) - will be the focus of Y3, this has already 

been done to some degree in these earlier phases through user evaluation at platform and use 

case level. This is the case for the SELMA OSS, Monitio and plain X platforms, where the new 

SELMA features and functionalities have been tried out, and for the podcasting and diversity 

use cases evaluated at use case level. In Y3, concrete and measurable feedback on usability will 

be obtained through user observation, questionnaires, and interviews. 

4.1 Integrated SELMA OSS 

In Year 1, it was decided to add an extra use case, i.e., UC0, enabling SELMA’s open-source 

software (OSS) components to be made accessible via a unified API under the umbrella of use 

case 0. Several UIs and tools were made available through the OSS platform and initial testing 

of those UIs and tools was done in the first year. 

This API offers the possibility to evaluate individual components through command-line tools 

and more advanced user applications.  

In Year 2, improvements on the OSS tools were further evaluated, including the basic 

transcription-translation-speech synthesis workflow in this UI. New NLP engines were added 

in Y2, including the speech translation developed by LIA and the DW customized Brazilian 

voices. This workflow was tested from a user point of view, in terms of ease of use, easy access, 

speed and language coverage. It is considered useful as a low-threshold tool for demoing this 

kind of workflow and a basic view of automation of NLP processes, but is limited for choice 

of engines (only OSS engines). That is acceptable because of the purpose of the OSS, while a 

more sophisticated platform with a variety of additional commercial engines is available 

through plain X.  
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In addition, two components of the SELMA OSS were evaluated for user applications using 

the command-line API. 

First, low-resourced language translation modules from the GoURMET – Global Under-

Resourced Media Translation – a Horizon 2020 project – in which Deutsche Welle participated 

and which ended in March 2022 - were made available on-demand through SELMA’s 

DockerSpaces orchestrator. This enabled DW as end user to try out and put the MT engines 

coming from this EU project (Grant agreement 825299) to use. All 16 engines were integrated 

into the SELMA OSS.  The engines were installed in SELMA as dockerized modules. 

A command-line tool allowed us to put the system through its paces by sending repeated 

translation requests for a variety of source and target languages. The following figure shows 

the number of words per seconds for various source/target language pairs that the system 

managed to translate. Running the script repeatedly allowed us to test the orchestrator’s stability 

and dependability, while highlighting areas that required improvements. 

 

Figure 2 Benchmarking of GoURMET modules with SELMA OSS 

The GoURMET evaluation was extended with a Word Cloud analysis application. This iOS 

application was developed by the DW SELMA project team. It starts with a batch translation 
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of a selected set of texts, translated by selected engines, in this case the GoURMET dockerized 

modules in SELMA OSS. The translations were automatically retrieved and a subsequent 

analysis for content focus was done, resulting in a Word Cloud output. This allows us to do 

automated batch processing of selected source documents for a topical content analysis.   

 

Figure 3 Word Cloud application in SELMA OSS  

The following screencast shows how the Word Cloud application works:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejNTUd9Tda0 

Second, the Podcast creator application uses a similar DockerSpaces API to convert news 

bulletin texts to Brazilian speech. Again, this allowed us to highlight areas where either the 

text-to-speech Docker module needed updating or the Orchestrator’s stability required 

improvements.  More details on the Podcast creator evaluation are given in section 4.5. 

In Year 3, we will continue to try out the orchestration in UC0 and the SELMA Dockerspaces, 

do comparative analysis and look for additional applications.  

4.2 Monitio  Demonstrator 

The Monitio platform is the main demonstrator for the first use case (UC1), multilingual media 

monitoring, as described in D1.1 - Use Case Description and Requirements.  It scans a wide 

collection of media items and provides a sophisticated filtering and  automatic analysis system, 

producing a selection of clustered news items  by topic or another common attribute, according 

to the user’s preferences.  
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In Year 1, the platform was introduced to the consortium and requirements and user scenarios 

were set. It was decided which NLP enhancements to the tool were needed and were within the 

scope of the project and the consortium. In particular improvements as to integration, analysis 

speed, named entity recognition and linking, building dictionaries and integrating thesauri, 

incorporating user feedback mechanisms, and user interfacing were addressed.  

User evaluation will evaluate each of the added modules and features as well as the overall 

usability of the platform, in terms of functionality, accuracy, usefulness and acceptance for 

media monitoring and decision making.  

Throughout Year 2, Deutsche Welle tried out the Monitio platform and provided feedback on 

the overall UI, functionalities, ease of use, transparency and consistency. We discussed possible 

use cases internally with media professionals, setting priorities and suggesting changes. Content 

feeds were provided by Deutsche Welle and integrated into the platform. After numerous trials, 

it was decided that the newsletter production is a prime goal for wider distribution and 

translation of the headlines and cluster summarizations into the user’s preferred target language. 

Detailed input on functionalities such as filtering, search parameters, language settings, was 

given. The focus on text analysis makes senses, but the content ingestion should be expanded 

to include video and audio formats. YouTube videos were added in this reporting period on 

user demand. A renewed UI was developed towards the end of the year and testing is currently 

underway, with regular feedback. 
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Figure 3 Example of feedback on the Monitio functionalities 

Year 3 will see a thorough and wide user evaluation of the updated/finalized platform, with 

different departments, including Archive and Documentation for specialized searching, 

retrieval and integration, and editorial language departments for internal monitoring of DW 

content and creation and use of customized Monitio Newsletters.  

4.3 plain X Demonstrator 

In Year 1, we established the requirements, scenarios and evaluation plan for the content 

creation use case (UC2), with the plain X demonstrator as the prime target platform. In this 

period, we determined the initial status of the plain X platform, which has been developed over 

several years and is a platform which is being further jointly developed and exploited by 

Priberam and DW. It targets a smooth workflow for multilingual transcription, translation, 
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subtitling and voice-over with synthetic voices. User requirements, workflows and 

enhancements that can be developed within SELMA were discussed. 

Year 2 focused on evaluating envisaged integrated enhancements, including ASR modules, 

speech-to-translated-text and customized synthetic voices for Brazilian Portuguese, all modules 

from the University of Avignon. End users started evaluating the output and comparing it with 

other processes and tools. This is described in sections 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 of this report.  

 

 

Figure 4 Brazilian customized voices in plain X 

In Year 3, we will do an in-depth comparative automated and user analysis of the different 

processes, including the traditional ASR + MT workflow vs. speech-to-translated text, as well 

as ASR + MT + voice-over vs. speech-to-speech translation. The plain X platform is an ideal 

environment for such comparative evaluation.  

We also plan to perform an assessment of additional SELMA components to be developed or 

enhanced in the final year, including a punctuation module for some languages that do not have 

punctuation in ASR, improved named entity recognition, a built-in feedback mechanism, and 

new or improved synthetic voices. We also expect that speaker diarization in the ASR mode 

and voice selection based on diarization in the voice-over mode is part of the final evaluation 

phases.   
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4.4 Diversity Use Case Application 

We established and described the Diversity Use Case Application in Year 1. This is an 

application of the  news monitoring use case and assesses the ability of the Monitio platform to 

analyze an arbitrary group of articles with respect to the diversity of their content. We agreed 

upon the metadata that needed to be added and the source and limitations, i.e., use of only 

Wikidata for entities and their added metadata, and a suggestion of fields to be added in the UI.  

In Year 2, this materialized in the form of adding a diversity category in the platform, for named 

entities, based on metadata from Wikidata.  The following fields are added where available: sex 

and gender, country of citizenship, ethnic group, sexual orientation, medical condition, religion, 

educated at, date of birth. These fields can be used for filtering and viewing available 

information. The intended output is statistics on gender (and other minority groups) balance.  

The evaluation focused on obtaining accurate and useful statistics.  Detailed searches revealed 

the level of information that can be obtained on these categories and triggered a discussion of 

what is ethical and permitted in this respect and what the risks are in case of unintended use.  

Year 3 will focus on the ethical consequences in the first place, with the necessary adaptations 

of the use of the categories and filtering options. Further evaluations will see in how far the tool 

provides useful and reliable statistical data on gender and minority representation, for instance 

in the pursuit of the 50/50 gender balance project involving DW and other broadcasters.  

4.5 Podcast Use Case Application 

The Podcast Creator use case is based on a workflow observed in DW's Brazilian language 

department. The use case's goal is to increase the workflow's efficiency by supporting the 

journalist in the production of daily audio news bulletins through SELMA.  

The production of a single news bulletin can be subdivided into the following steps. The table 

shows the duration that is required for each step during the classic, manual process.  

In Year 1, we established the concept for this use case and initiated contact with editorial users 

that could be involved and set requirements. 
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Step  What  Approx. duration  
1  Research 5 stories  30 min  
2  Write 5 stories  60 min  
3  Check stories by colleague  25 min  
4  Recording, editing, upload into the system  70 min  
5  Add metadata in CMS, create YouTube video, publish on YouTube  45 min  
6  Create bi.ly links and publish on Social Media (Twitter & Facebook)  15 min  
  Sum  245 min  

Figure 5 Traditional Process for Podcasting Use Case 

The work in Year 2 consisted in creating and trying out an automated process to speed up and 

facilitate some of the above steps. It uses speech technology in the form of DW customized 

voices developed by LIA, made available through integration with the SELMA OSS, and a 

newly created Podcast iOS app, This work involved technology partners, such as IMCS and 

LIA, as well as DW project managers and editors from the Brazilian department, native 

speakers used to doing the work in the traditional way. These news stories are produced and 

published twice a day. The SELMA enhanced module includes a template that streamlines the 

production process for editorial users and automatically inserts basic, recurring components 

such as the introduction and music in between the stories. 

For this use case we also assessed the quality of the Brazilian customized voices. More details 

on this are available in section 4.9. 

The application already automates the task of creating speech and mixing it with music and 

background tracks. The following screenshot shows the app while synthesizing speech for the 

various sections of a Brazilian news podcast by accessing the API provided through UC0. 
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Figure 6 SELMA Podcast Use Case Automation Template 

 

Figure 7 Demonstrating the Podcast Use Case at the SELMA user day in Bonn 
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The semi-automated process and template was also demonstrated at the SELMA user day 

workshop in October 2022. Two editorial DW departments, in particular the Hindi and the Urdu 

departments tried it out, compared it with their current process, and expressed interest in 

participating in future user trials. 

The plans for Year 3 are to involve editorial teams to further try out the automation template 

in real production, to assess it in terms of gain in effort and productivity. Thus, once the Podcast 

creator is in real use, a good benchmark will be to do these measurements again and compare 

them with the original production process shown above. 

Additional improvements are planned, in particular in  step number 4,  recording, editing and 

uploading into the system.   

More improvements should be observable for steps 1 (as an integration with the Monitio 

monitoring platform is foreseen, resulting in an automation of pre-selecting suitable stories) 

and step 2 (as SELMA’s summarization component should provide the journalist with a good 

starting point for adapting a news story to its audio version). 

In the end evaluation, we attempt to reveal where the main benefits are: using the app with a 

template, using synthetic voices instead of speakers, the entire automated workflow compared 

to the manual one, having the editor or the monitoring platform select the items, having the 

editor write the stories or using and editing the SELMA summarization component. 

4.6   NER component 

Year 1 determined the process for the technical as well as the user partners in terms of 

developing and training the named entity recognition component. It was agreed that certain 

languages will be targeted, and annotation should be done by native speakers. Training of the 

tool with previously created datasets was initiated. Annotation of some additional languages 

was started, including Ukrainian, Latvian and Russian.  Training of DW project managers was 

started for Arabic.  

In Year 2, the annotation process was streamlined and adapted, based on experiences on the 

first language set. The initial requirement to obtain 4,000 documents in each annotation 

language was revisited and reduced to 50-500, depending on the quality of the pre-annotation. 

This was necessary to keep the effort required for this task manageable and reasonable. A 
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generic, multilingual annotator was built based on the first annotation sets, which allows for a 

pre-annotation of datasets in additional languages, thus reducing the need for such a high level 

of human annotation. The final human annotation level differs per language, for instance for 

Dutch, an annotation of 50 documents was sufficient for a very good result. Turkish, on the 

other hand, does not reveal such good results and needs more annotation. Deutsche Welle 

intensified the training and preparation and set up a detailed information package for the editors 

that will be involved in the annotation. This includes a special DW user guide for editors, with 

selected and sorted examples, to make the introduction as smooth as possible. Detailed feedback 

on the initial guidelines and the UI was provided to the annotation linguists. In this reporting 

period, the partners completed Latvian and Dutch, and started Russian, Ukrainian, Turkish, 

Arabic and Urdu. 

 

Figure 8 Customized DW Guidelines for NER Annotation Editors 
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Figure 9 Sample of Turkish NER annotation  

Year 3 is expected to see the completion of the targeted languages for the annotation dataset 

and a major improvement of the NER and NEL accuracy in the plain X and Monitio platforms. 

In-depth evaluations will be done in those two platforms to see if such improvement is visible 

to the end user. 

4.7   MT components 

Year 1 focused on setting the requirements for MT development and efforts, what is needed, 

what is already available, what should be integrated and what can be achieved within the 

project.  

In terms of integration, we looked at which MT engines are/should be integrated into the 

different platforms in terms of efficiency and cost-effectiveness. UC0 is an open-source 

platform and costs should be kept to a minimum, especially if we want to make it available for 

wide-scale testing. M2M-100 and HuggingFace were selected as basic MT engines, as they 

cover a large number of languages, are fast enough and provide sufficient quality for 

functionality testing. The focus here is not on the translation quality, but on the workflow, 

processes and functionalities. 
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Figure 10 Generic MT engines in the SELMA OSS  

The plain X platform already offers a choice of MT engines, including DeepL, Google, Azure, 

and Facebook. Specific SELMA MT components will be added, in particular for direct speech-

to-text and even speech-to-speech engines. 

The Monitio platform is less focused on machine translation, but still includes it, to convert the 

content from different languages into the one(s) that the user has defined as the preferred 

language. 

The overall focus of Machine Translation efforts in SELMA is on speech-to-text and speech-

to-speech translation.  

In Year 2, the speech-to-text translation module from the University of Avignon was added to 

the SELMA OSS and the plain X platforms. This allows a direct translation of speech within a 

video from English into French without going to a direct transcription.  
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Figure 11 ASR engines in the SELMA OSS 

This new module was evaluated by DW by testing the functionality in both platforms, to see if 

we actually get the French translation and how smooth the process is. At first, it worked only 

occasionally in plain X, due to integration issues. This feedback was forwarded to the 

developers and the feature was improved.   

The next step was/is to compare the quality of the output of the traditional process, going 

through a transcription and then a translation, and the new process of going directly from speech 

to target language. Initial testing was done on videos from English into French translated text. 

This evaluation is ongoing. 

We also did an evaluation of some customized MT engines. Dockerized instances of the 32 

GoURMET MT models for 16 languages (developed within the GoURMET H-2020 project) 

for some low-resourced languages were adapted, integrated and installed in the SELMA OSS 

to allow for an evaluation of the engines in the platform.  

User evaluation was done at different levels: 

- Texts were selected and ingested in batch into the SELMA OSS via API 

- Back-to-back (reverse) translation for 16 languages was done 

- A subsequent automated evaluation was done with BLEU scoring 

- Reference scripts were created in different target languages 

- BLEU scores were produced for languages which had a reference script 

- Human evaluation was done of the best performing language pairs, based on the BLEU 

scores 

More details of this process can be found in section 4.9 on DW NLP Benchmarking. 
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The table below shows a comparative analysis with BLEU scores between the available engines 

for the best performing GoURMET-focused low-resource languages covered by DW from 

back-to-back translation evaluation using the SELMA OSS. It allows us to determine the best 

engine for a specific language pair. 

 

Figure 12 Comparative MT evaluation in SELMA OSS of selected engines  

 

4.6 ASR components 

Year 1 work included setting the requirements and priorities and determining what was 

available and what needed to be done. Both the University of Avignon already have some 

transcription tools, for instance for German, English, French, Arabic and Russian. LIA’s main 

aim is to develop a speech-to-translated-text tool and a speech-to-speech tool and incorporate 

the ASR into these processes. The goal of the speech-to-speech translation component that LIA 

is working on is to transfer human-read news segments from one language to another, while 

keeping the original voice’s expressivity. 

FhG’s goal is to apply its ASR to live broadcasting streams, to expand it to selected low-

resourced languages, and work on enhancement modules such as punctuation.  

Development and technical testing was the focus in the first period. 

In Year 2, the user evaluation process was refined and started.   

The user evaluation of speech-to-translated-text is covered in section 4.7 on MT components. 
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We briefly describe the speech-to-speech module here. It has not yet been integrated in the user-

oriented testing platforms plain X and OSS, but users were able to do a first assessment of the 

voices through a specific LIA evaluation application.  

The evaluation’s modus operandi is to play back corresponding pairs of news segments – one 

in the original language and one in the target language. Testers are asked to assess to what 

degree the original voice’s expressivity has been transferred to the target language.  

Two assessments are envisaged, both using the Likert scale. First, the degree of expressivity 

from 1 (‘The target language shows no expressivity’) to 5 (‘The target language shows a human-

like expressivity’). Second, the fidelity of expressivity, which assesses how truthfully the 

original’s expressivity was transferred to the target language, from 1 (‘the target segment’s 

expressivity does not match the original’) to 5 (‘the target segment’s expressivity matches the 

original’). 

During the SELMA User Day in October 2022, Deutsche Welle users did such user testing to 

specifically assess the expressivity from one language into another.  

 

In Year 3, a full user evaluation is foreseen, where we evaluate and compare the different 

processes. This means:  

• the quality of the traditional ASR modules, from LIA, FhG and other available engines, 

as a basis for subsequent machine translation 

• improvement output through ASR enhancement functions such as punctuation  

• LIA’s speech-to-translated text module compared to an ASR followed by MT 

• LIA’s speech-to-speech module compared to a traditional workflow of ASR + MT + 

synthetic voice 

The evaluations will be done at different levels: a separate UI as provided by the developers, 

integration in plain X and in SELMA OSS. Users will record their findings in user 

questionnaires which will then be analyzed to provide comparative data. 
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4.7 TTS components 

In Year 1 we set the requirements for customizing synthetic voices for some of DW languages 

through a collaboration between DW and the University of Avignon, and selecting editorial 

departments and specific editors to be involved. 

In Year 2, a total of eight voices of Brazilian DW journalists were cloned to develop the 

Brazilian text-to-speech component. This involved getting approval of the editors and 

collecting a dataset with audio and scripts with voices of the selected editors. These were 

collected by DW and handed over to LIA, who trained synthetic voices using that dataset.  

On several iterations, the voices were assessed by the DW team and feedback was provided to 

the developers in terms of fluency, pronunciation accuracy and natural sound, including on 

interruptions in the output for certain voices, background noises (due to training from real 

content), robotic sounds, etc.. The assessment was repeated with new versions.  The customized 

voices were integrated in the OSS, in plain X and in the podcasting application. Screenshots 

are included in the sections on the OSS and plain X platforms, see Figure 4.  

In Year 3, we will do a full assessment of the enhanced synthetic voices by means of user 

questionnaires. This will allow us to do A/B listening comparisons with test users by playing 

back the same news segment, in one instance spoken by the journalist herself and in the other 

instance created through TTS. Test users can then rate each example on a Likert scale from 1 

(‘This sample sounds too robotic to be listened to’) to 5 (‘this sample sounds as natural as I 

would expect from a human reader’). Different aspects, such as pronunciation accuracy, 

naturalness, rhythm, flow, speech melody, intonation, pitch, etc, will be assessed. 

4.8 User Scenario Evaluation 

In Year 1, we defined the use cases and the user scenarios. D1.1 - Use Case Description and 

Requirements has identified 22 scenarios, which are part of our evaluation effort. This relates 

to functionality testing (at platform level) with a specific purpose, namely that of each of the 

scenarios. As stated in the Use Case Description, the scenarios are functional areas identified 

as being relevant to SELMA and based on the personae and workflow descriptions as defined 

during the requirements process.  
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Evaluation is aimed at assessing and measuring their usability, accuracy and improvement over 

time.  

Table 3 (User Scenarios) shows the current status in Year 2, listing  the targeted scenarios, and 

provides a brief description for each and the focus of the evaluation. The last column indicates 

if evaluation of the particular scenario was done in the reporting period. 

User Scenarios in Detail 

# Scenario ID Scenario Description Focus 
Evaluation 

Evaluation 
Y2 

1 Monitor Sources 

SEL-Sc-001 

 

The user and language team specifies 
the input source(s) they wish to 
monitor through the system. 

Functionality Y 

2 Ingest Media 
Item 

SEL-Sc-002 

 

The system ingests media items from 
the sources. 

Functionality Y 

3 Select Media 
Item 

SEL-Sc-003 

The system selects media items and 
shows them to the user based on 
specific preferences.  

Functionality  Y 

4 Detect and Link 
Entity 

SEL-Sc-004 

The system detects an entity and links 
it to other media items or clusters 
from the sources being monitored 
based on preferences specified by the 
user.  

Functionality, 
Accuracy, Gradual 
Improvement  

Y 

5 Generate 
Breaking News 
Alert 

SEL-Sc-005 

The system generates breaking news 
alerts based on the preferences set by 
the user. 

Functionality, 
Relevance  

 

 

6 Create 
Transcription 

SEL-Sc-006 

The system creates a transcription for 
an individual AV media Item. 

Functionality, 
Accuracy, Gradual 
Improvement  

Y 

7 Create 
Translation 

SEL-Sc-007 

The system creates a translation for an 
individual AV media item. 

Functionality, 
Accuracy, Gradual 
Improvement 

 

Y 
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8 View Cluster/ 
Entity 

SEL-Sc-008 

 

The user views the details of a cluster 
and/or an entity.  

Functionality  Y 

9 View Individual 
Media Item 

SEL-Sc-009 

The user views an individual media 
item in relation to a cluster or entity.  

Functionality Y 

10 Select 
Preferences 

SEL-Sc-0010 

The user sets their preferences in the 
system.  

Functionality, 
Usefulness  

Y 

11 Conduct Search 

SEL-Sc-0011 

The user can search for an item in the 
system. 

Functionality, 
Relevance of 
results 

Y 

12 Save Cluster / 
Individual Media 
Item 

SEL-Sc-0012 

The user can save a cluster or an 
individual media item in the system 
where it is stored for more than a 
predefined set of time. 

Functionality Y 

13 Remove Item 

SEL-Sc-0013 

The user can remove an individual 
item and/or a cluster (with all its 
associated media items) from their 
view. 

Functionality  Y 

14 Train System 

SEL-Sc-0014 

The user can train the system in 
relation to the cluster generation. 

Functionality, 
Accuracy, Gradual 
Improvement  

Y 

15 Highlight Item 

SEL-Sc-0015 

The user can highlight an item to 
make it visible to other members of 
the user’s team. 

Functionality   

16 Generate Trend 
Analysis 

SEL-Sc-0016 

The system carries out a trend 
analysis and presents the results to the 
user. 

Functionality, 
Accuracy, 
Usefulness, 
Gradual 
Improvement 

 

Y 

17 Administer 
System 

SEL-Sc-0017 

The System Administrator carries out 
various activities to administer the 
system. 

Functionality   
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18 Group Media 
Items into 
Clusters 

SEL-Sc-0018 

The system clusters media items 
based on the preferences set by the 
user. 

Functionality, 
Relevance and 
Accuracy, 
Usefulness, 
Gradual 
Improvement  

Y 

19 Generate 
Summary 

SEL-Sc-0019 

The system generates a summary for 
each media item. 

Functionality, 
Relevance and 
Accuracy, 
Usefulness, 
Gradual 
Improvement 

Y 

20 Generate Voice-
Over 

SEL-Sc-0020 

The system generates a voice-over for 
a transcription and/or translation of a 
media item on demand. 

Functionality, 
Accuracy and 
Expressiveness, 
Gradual 
Improvement  

Y 

21 Edit 
Transcription/Tr
anslation 

SEL-Sc-0021 

The user can edit and correct the 
transcription and the translation. It is 
possible for 2 users to edit a 
transcription/translation 
simultaneously.  

Functionality, 
Ease of use 

Y 

22 Apply 
Corrections 

SEL-Sc-0022 

The system applies the corrections 
made by the user to the rest of the 
single media item or its cluster as 
defined by the user. 

Functionality, 
Accuracy, Gradual 
Improvement  

 

Table 3 User Scenarios in Detail 

The goal for Year 3 is to have all scenarios evaluated. 

4.9 DW NLP Benchmarking 

DW puts great effort in performing in-house benchmarking for the major NLP processes 

through direct use by the users, i.e., ASR (automated speech recognition) and MT (machine 

translation). 

In Year 1, we established the benchmarking procedure and prepared the evaluation material.  

 This evaluation was started and is currently in process for all 32 DW languages and consists 

of both a human and an automated evaluation. A dataset was selected to serve as a baseline. 
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For ASR evaluation, we use up to three videos per target language, the videos are selected from 

the DW archiving system that already has an  editorial script. This (manu)script is checked by 

an editor from the corresponding language department to assess accuracy. The automated 

evaluation is then performed by calculating the Word Error Rate (WER). We aim to use 3 

videos for the benchmarking of each target language.  

For the evaluation of MT, we use five videos that have been preselected in English and German, 

with the corresponding transcripts. We then request each editorial department to provide a 

reference text in the target language, sentence-aligned, for each of the videos, from either the 

English or German source transcript. Once we are provided with the reference texts and have 

obtained the output texts from each MT engine, we can do the actual human and automated 

assessment. The BLEU score was selected as a rating score.  

The automated evaluation is supplemented by a user assessment, i.e., an evaluation of the 

quality of the transcription or machine translation output -- for all engines available to the DW 

team for the language (pair) being assessed -- by a native speaker proficient in the source 

language (as well as the target language in the case of MT). A rating is made for different 

aspects, including translation accuracy, punctuation and capitalization, fluency, completeness.  

Human evaluation is done by means of user questionnaires and Likert ratings of 1-5 on user 

satisfaction. 

An initial partial dataset was created to cover few languages with which the first evaluations 

were done. 

In Year 2, the reference dataset was expanded to more languages. Editorial departments were 

involved to provide the reference texts, i,e. (1) Check the accuracy of the transcript of the video 

selected in their target language against the audio content and (2) Provide a human translation 

for the English or German text of the five selected reference videos. Delivery of the edited 

content depends on the availability of the editors in the different language departments. Editors 

were asked to provide one ASR file and the first MT reference text as a priority, so the 

evaluation for their target language could be started. In this reporting year, editorial reference 

material was produced for Kiswahili, Serbian, Pashto, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, 

Indonesian, Urdu, Chinese, Bengali, Russian, Turkish, Ukrainian, Macedonian, Persian, Polish. 

The list of NLP tools was expanded to include: 
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• 5 for ASR: Amberscript, Google, Azure, Speechmatics, and most recently Whisper 

• 6 for MT: Google,  Azure, Facebook, DeepL, eTranslation, GoURMET  

We also asked the editors (native speakers) to assess the output of all available MT output and 

provide their feedback using the user questionnaire which was set up for this purpose, providing 

a satisfaction rating of 1 to 5.  For some languages this meant evaluating up to 40 MT output 

texts, e.g. 5 texts in 4 tools (for instance Google, Azure, DeepL, Facebook) from two source 

languages (English and German).   

We also did back-to-back translations for all languages, so that we can do a comparative 

analysis even if no reference text is available (yet). This provided us with a basic evaluation of 

MT output of the different MT engines. It compares the English input and output text after an 

automated translation from English into the target language and then translating that output text 

back into English using the same provider, for instance Azure MT into English and translating 

that output back into English with Azure.  This is also shown in Figure 1. 

The automated evaluation process was refined, and it was decided to expand the  MT automated 

ratings  to three metrics for each language pair: BLEU, chrF and TER (Translation Error Rate). 

This provides a more reliable evaluation output. 

To support the automatic evaluation of both ASR and MT tasks, the development of a web 

application was started and a first version is ready and in use. This tool allows users to upload 

both reference and output texts, calculate the metrics and store results into a database. The user 

can also  obtain MT engine output from a source text directly and perform the automatic 

evaluation for MT if a reference text is available.  

In addition to ASR and MT, we  did some benchmarking on speech synthesis. This is explained 

in section 4.9. 

In Year 3, the BM web application will be enhanced. A user will also be able to upload a video 

and obtain benchmarking results for ASR as well.   
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Figure 13 Example of database for MT evaluation 

The automated procedure for the automated assessment enables a very fast and consistent 

evaluation, which is essential in case of updates or newly available engines.  

We will also explore ways of providing automated support for human evaluation of ASR and 

MT, with an analysis of the user input coming from the user questionnaires, making the process 

much faster and reliable. 

We will further expand the reference dataset, involving more editors, native speakers of the 

target language, aiming at having a human translation of all five reference texts for MT for all 

DW languages and three reference texts in each of the 32 DW languages. This can be extended 

to other languages. 

We also aim at getting a human evaluation for all these languages for MT and ASR output to 

supplement the automated evaluation outcome. 

In the end, this benchmarking will produce a good overview of which engines provide the best 

results and are the most appropriate ones for use in a productive editorial environment. It 

compares major commercially available engines, open-source tools and those developed within 

the SELMA project. 32 languages are currently under assessment and have been at least 
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partially evaluated. The automated evaluation process allows for an efficient updated 

assessment in case of new or enhanced tools.   
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5. Timeline 

We are in line with the estimated timeline that was set in D5.1 - Evaluation Plan. Currently we 

are at M24.  

 

Figure 14 Broad Timeline of Evaluation Activities Planned 

Timeline Legend: 

• D = deliverable 

• SC = scalability testing 

• SW = software release 

• UE = user evaluation (usability) 

• UD = user day 

 

Software releases and user evaluation ware done as planned. Our first SELMA User Day was 

held on 12 October 2022 in Bonn. More details are provided in this deliverable, section 2 and 

in D6.5 - Interim Impact Report. 
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6.  Conclusion  

This document follows up on D5.1 - Evaluation Plan and describes the evaluation activities in 

Y2 of the SELMA project. It combines contributions from all consortium partners and relates 

to other deliverables, including D1.1 - Use Case Descriptions and Requirements, D2.4 - 

Intermediate progress report on continuous massive stream learning, D2.5 - Intermediate 

release of stream learning and entity linking capabilities, D2.6 - Intermediate release of 

segmentation, summarization and news classification capabilities, as well as D3.4 - 

Intermediate progress report on speech and natural language processing, D3.5 - Intermediate 

release of transcription, punctuation and translation, voice synthesis capabilities, D3.6 - 

Intermediate release of post-editing and user feedback capabilities.  

It provides an update of the Excel tracking sheet, our central evaluation planning and tracking 

tool used at consortium level to manage assessment by technology partners as well as user 

partners and at different levels.  

In this phase, technical evaluation focused on ASR, speech to text, NER/NEL, summarization, 

integration of demonstrators and orchestration. 

User assessment efforts targeted NER annotation, speech to text and speech translation, 

platform usage and usability for media monitoring and for subtitling, the podcasting and 

diversity use cases, in addition to benchmarking NLP tools in order to select the best available 

service for a large number of languages. 

The final evaluation report will cover the ongoing testing described here and look at the final 

outcome in terms of KPI’s and TRL.  

This D5.2 Interim Evaluation Report uses input from D5.1 - Evaluation Plan and will be 

followed by D5.3 - Final Evaluation Report. 
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7. Annex 

7.1 Acronyms 

Below is a list of acronyms that are used in this deliverable. 

Acronym Expansion 

API  Application Programming Interface  

ASR  Automated Speech Recognition  

BBC  British Broadcasting Corporation  

BLEU  BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (measurement for MT)  

chrF Character n-gram F-score (measurement for MT) 

Dx  Deliverable x  

DW  Deutsche Welle  

EBU  European Broadcasting Union  

FhG  Fraunhofer Gesellschaft  

FTI  Fast Track Innovation  

IMCS  Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science  

KPI  Key Performance Indicator  

LIA  Laboratoire Informatique d’Avignon  

Mx  Month x  

MSx  Milestone x  

MT  Machine Translation  

NEL  Named Entity Linking  
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NER  Named Entity Recognition  

NLP  Natural Language Processing  

NYT  New York Times  

PRIB  Priberam  

RAI  Radiotelevisione Italiana  

RIA  Research and Innovation Action  

SC  Scalability Testing  

Sc  Scenario  

SEL  SELMA  

SELMA  Stream Learning for Multilingual Knowledge Transfer  

SW  Software Release  

SWR  Südwestrundfunk (German broadcaster)  

TER Translation Error Rate (measurement for MT) 

ToC  Table of Contents  

UCx Use Case x 

UD  User Day  

UE  User Evaluation  

UI  User Interface  

UX User Experience 

WER  Word Error Rate (measurement for ASR) 

 


